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The Man Who Loved Only NumbersHyperion, 1999
An affectionate if impressionistic portrayal of one of the  century's greatest and strangest mathematicians. Though little known  among nonmathematicians, Erdos, who died in 1996 at age 83, was a  legend among his colleagues. According to Hoffman (Archimedes'  Revenge, 1988), the Hungarian was so devoted to mathematics that he  went without...
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Joomla! 1.5 SEOPackt Publishing, 2009
Some sites always appear at the top of a search result while others fail to even make it to the top ten. Wouldn't you want to see your site on the first page of any search result? This is not easily feasible if you are depending solely on the marketing guys whom you hire for SEO.

Joomla! SEO will help you to attract more visitors and...
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Great Events From History: The 20th Century, 1941-1970Salem Press, 2007
This is a unique resource: Nothing is comparable with this much depth or numbers that covers so many 20th century events.??AAGreat Events from History: The Twentieth Century, 1941-1970??AA, is the ninth installment in Salem Press' ongoing ??AAGreat Events from History??AA series. This six-volume set contains 1,112 essays on more than 1,100...
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Robot Builder's Sourcebook : Over 2,500 Sources for Robot PartsMcGraw-Hill, 2002

	This book offers everything the robotics hobbyist needs to learn - what it is - where to get it - how to get started - from the author of "Robot Builder's Bonanza!" Fascinated by the world of robotics but don't know how to tap into the incredible amount of information available on the subject? Clueless as to locating...
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Hybrid Methods in Pattern RecognitionWordware Publishing, 2002
The discipline of pattern recognition has seen enormous progress since its beginnings more than four decades ago. Over the years various approaches have emerged, based on statistical decision theory, structural matching and parsing, neural networks, fuzzy logic, artificial intelligence, evolutionary computing, and others. Obviously, these...
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C++ Standard Library Practical Tips (Programming Series)Charles River, 2005
Put the Power of the C++ Standard Library to Work!
C++ Standard Library Practical Tips teaches beginning and experienced programmers how to use the Standard Library and its major component the Standard Template Library (STL) effectively in routine programming chores. The book provides 100 quick, easy-to-use tips and solutions to common...
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Knowledge-Based Virtual Education: User-Centred ParadigmsSpringer, 2005
Virtual learning plays an important role in providing academicians, educators and students alike, with advanced learning experiences. At the forefront of these current technologies are knowledge-based systems that assess the environment in which such learning will occur and are adaptive by nature to the individual needs of the user (Grossman et...
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Excel Gurus Gone Wild: Do the IMPOSSIBLE with Microsoft ExcelHoly Macro! Books, 2009


Drawn from actual excel conundrums posted on the author's website, www.mrexcel.com, this high-level resource is designed for people who want to stretch Excel to its limits. Tips for solving 100 incredibly difficult problems are covered in depth and include extracting the first letter of each word in a paragraph, validating...
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The Image Processing Handbook, Sixth EditionCRC Press, 2011

	Image processing is used in a wide variety of applications, for two somewhat different purposes:


	1. improving the visual appearance of images to a human observer, including their printing and transmission, and


	2. preparing images for the measurement of the features and structures which they reveal.


	The...
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Security and Privacy for Microsoft Office 2010 UsersMicrosoft Press, 2012

	
	
		SECURITY AND PRIVACY issues with computers and computer networks
	
		are constantly in the news these days, and everyone seems to be concerned
	
		about them to some degree. Businesses everywhere are worried about
	
		having
	
		sensitive customer information such as credit card numbers or email
	
		addresses
	
		stolen,...
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Unity 4.x Game Development by Example Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	A seat-of-your-pants manual for building fun, groovy little games quickly with Unity 4.x


	Overview

	
		Learn the basics of the Unity 3D game engine by building five small, functional game projects
	
		Explore simplification and iteration techniques that will make you more successful as a game...
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WordPress MU 2.8: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2009
WordPress MU enables you to build a complete, professional blog network. Each user gets their own blog, and can choose their favorite templates and plug-ins, and develop their own content. WordPress MU powers some of the largest blog networks in the world, including the mighty WordPress.com - home to thousands of bloggers.

This book will...
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